TLTAG Meeting Agenda

November 2, 2018 1:00pm – 2:30pm

Bascom Room 260

I. Introductions, minutes in BOX, announcements (5 minutes, Elizabeth Harris)

II. Updates – IT Project Intake Process/Initial Review/Cross-tag review committee/General Updates (10 minutes, Elizabeth Harris/John & Lisa Bender)

III. Multi-Factor Authentication and what it means to teaching and learning (10 minutes, Mary Evansen & Lisa Bender)

IV. Update on EText Pilot (5-15 minutes, Steve Cramer)

V. Digital Testing Sub-committee update (5-10 minutes, Chris Hopp & John Ford)

VI. Quality Matters Rubric for Assessing Online Courses (5-10 minutes, Lyn Van Swol)

VII. Prioritized TLTAG Action Items to accomplish this year (20 minutes, Elizabeth Harris)